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Assignments

IA08 Android II.

–Votes closed!

IA09 UI Design: Due 5/3

–Critique/analyze 4 artifacts: UMD CS webpage, a webpage of 

your choosing, a mobile app of your choosing, and 

something from the real-world

TA06 Interactive Prototype II: Due 5/5

– Finish implementing all tasks

–Refine old ones.

Use the Calendar feature in Canvas to see all upcoming assignments and deadlines



Android II Impressionist Art Vote
Vote for your favorite art submissions: http://goo.gl/Cm3gF0. You can do it now if you have a laptop.

http://goo.gl/Cm3gF0


36 People Voted



IA08 Android II: Impressionist Painter
Best artwork: 6th place - Nazanin Assadi



IA08 Android II: Impressionist Painter
Best artwork: 4th place (tie) - Nabeel Bokhari



IA08 Android II: Impressionist Painter
Best artwork: 4th place (tie) – Maria Mahmood



IA08 Android II: Impressionist Painter
Best artwork: 3rd Place – Anumeet Nepaul



IA08 Android II: Impressionist Painter
Best artwork: 2nd Place – Patrick Sweeney



IA08 Android II: Impressionist Painter
Best artwork: 1st Place – Patrick Sweeney



IA08 Android II: Impressionist Painter
Best brushes

PATRICK SWEENEY
Spray paint brush, soft 
edges brush
https://youtu.be/HaqQkQK3e80?t=1m47s

NEIL ALBERG
Text brush
https://youtu.be/QFna9TomkAU?t=2m18s

EDDIE KRAHE
Spin brush
https://youtu.be/YHilC-itWXE?t=46s

MARIA MAHMOOD
Triangle & star brushes
https://youtu.be/xnWgJMpmghw

NABEEL BOKHARI
Shuffle brush
https://youtu.be/UORdIDeDoVI?t=51s

https://youtu.be/HaqQkQK3e80?t=1m47s
https://youtu.be/YHilC-itWXE?t=46s
https://youtu.be/QFna9TomkAU?t=2m18s
https://youtu.be/xnWgJMpmghw
https://youtu.be/UORdIDeDoVI?t=51s
https://youtu.be/HaqQkQK3e80?t=1m47s
https://youtu.be/QFna9TomkAU?t=2m18s
https://youtu.be/YHilC-itWXE?t=46s
https://youtu.be/xnWgJMpmghw
https://youtu.be/UORdIDeDoVI?t=51s


IA08 Android II: Impressionist Painter
Best features sans brushes

EDDIE KRAHE
Finger location feedback with color 
preview, undo/redo, responsive 
buttons 
https://youtu.be/YHilC-itWXE?t=2m16s

ALEX MCKAY
Color inversion, camera integration
https://youtu.be/w1H4UlKKJIk?t=3m3s

DYLAN PAQUETTE
Automatic impressionist 
rating feature
https://youtu.be/GFc2KRLrj1Q?t=3m27s

AKIVA FUTTER
Twitter integration
https://youtu.be/3WPyz9ilMuc?t=2m19s
https://twitter.com/434impressions

https://youtu.be/YHilC-itWXE?t=2m16s
https://youtu.be/w1H4UlKKJIk?t=3m3s
https://youtu.be/GFc2KRLrj1Q?t=3m27s
https://youtu.be/3WPyz9ilMuc?t=2m19s
https://twitter.com/434impressions


IA08 Android II: Impressionist Painter
Best overall: Patrick Sweeney

Source: https://youtu.be/HaqQkQK3e80

https://youtu.be/HaqQkQK3e80




Typography is the craft of endowing human language 

with a durable visual form, and thus with an independent 

existence. Its heartwood is calligraphy—the dance, on a tiny 

stage, of the living, speaking hand—and its roots reach into 

living soil, though its branches may be hung each year with 

new machines.

Robert Bringhurst
Poet, Typographer, Author

Quote from: Bringhurst, The Elements of Typographic Style, 2002
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One of the principles of durable typography is always 

legibility; another is something more than legibility:

Robert Bringhurst
Poet, Typographer, Author

Quote from: Bringhurst, The Elements of Typographic Style, 2002



One of the principles of durable typography is always 

legibility; another is something more than legibility: some 

earned or unearned interest that gives its living energy to 

the page. It takes various forms and goes by various names, 

including serenity, liveliness, laughter, grace, and joy.

Robert Bringhurst
Poet, Typographer, Author

Quote from: Bringhurst, The Elements of Typographic Style, 2002



In IxD, we care about legibility but we also care 

about mood, personality, vibrancy, and energy.



In IxD, we care about legibility but we also care 

about mood, personality, vibrancy, and energy.

Each of these can be 
established or reinforced with 

appropriate typography





Source: http://www.frankchimero.com/library/



Gamifying
green
Jon Froehlich
Assistant Professor  CS
30th Annual HCIL Symposium
May 22  2013





Pixelated game font to establish 
personality and reinforce topic

Font size differences to 
establish hierarchy

Color for emphasis and fun 
(though maybe too saturated)







Smaller font size for citation to 
deemphasize element

Serif font that has a 
professional, dictionary feel

Bold for title





Bold font with strong, vibrant 
orange color for title

Lightweight font for main text

Handwritten script font to 
indicate annotation

Very lightweight font for citation 
with bolding/italics for emphasis

Follow same bold for title, 
lightweight font for text













https://www.myfonts.com/WhatTheFont/




RESEMBLANCES?



Prototyping Designs



Font Definitions







Font Weight Example
Roboto font weights: thin, light, regular, medium, bold, black

Source: https://www.google.com/design/spec/style/typography.html#typography-typeface



Font Weight Example
Museo Serif, Museo Slab Serif, and Museo Sans Serif

Source: https://www.google.com/design/spec/style/typography.html#typography-typeface



Font Weight Example
Museo Serif, Museo Slab Serif, and Museo Sans Serif

Source: https://www.google.com/design/spec/style/typography.html#typography-typeface



What is Keming?
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Type and Scale



Scale is the relationship among elements 

within a composition or hierarchy.

Ellen Lupton
Author, Designer, Educator

Quote from: Lupton, Thinking with Type, 2nd Edition, 2010







Slide from Ellen Lupton, Thinking with Type



revolver: zeitschrift für 

film (magazine for film)

Slide from Ellen Lupton, Thinking with Type





Slide from Ellen Lupton, Thinking with Type

UNITED NATIONS’ OFFICE ON DRUGS AND CRIME (UNODC) 

Maps, 2009. Design: Harry Pearce and Jason Ching/ Pentagram. 

This series of posters for the United Nations’ Office on Drugs and Crime uses typographic scale to 

compare drug treatment programs, HIV incidence, and other data worldwide. The designers built 

simple world maps from country abbreviation codes (GBR, USA, RUS, etc.). Note Russia’s high 

incidence of HIV and low availability of addiction rehabilitation programs.



http://gizmodo.com/5590572/windows-phone-7-gallery/



http://gizmodo.com/5590572/windows-phone-7-gallery/







http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=196225



Serif vs. Sans-Serif



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serif



San-serif

Serif

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serif



San-serif

Serif

Serif (red serifs)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serif



In typography, serif is a small line attached 

to the end of a stroke or symbol… a typeface 

with serifs is called a serif typeface. A 

typeface without serifs is called sans-serif.

Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serif



In typography, serif is a small line attached 

to the end of a stroke or symbol… a typeface 

with serifs is called a serif typeface. A 

typeface without serifs is called sans-serif.

Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serif



Other languages have different writing styles akin 

to serif vs. sans-serif

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serif



Source: http://www.cnbc.com/2016/04/27/this-princeton-professor-posted-his-cv-of-failures-for-the-world-to-see.html







Source: https://www.princeton.edu/~joha/



Which is more legible? 

Serif or Sans-serif?



Kathleen Tinkel, Adobe Magazine, 1996



Kathleen Tinkel, Adobe Magazine, 1996



Kathleen Tinkel, Adobe Magazine, 1996



http://alexpoole.info/blog/which-are-more-legible-serif-or-sans-serif-typefaces/


http://alexpoole.info/blog/which-are-more-legible-serif-or-sans-serif-typefaces/


Kathleen Tinkel, Adobe Magazine, 1996



Kathleen Tinkel, Adobe Magazine, 1996



Kathleen Tinkel, Adobe Magazine, 1996

“From your confessor, lawyer and physician, 

hide not your case on no condition.”

- John Harington



Kathleen Tinkel, Adobe Magazine, 1996

We recognize 
letters more 
by their top 
halves than 
bottom halves

Serifs appear 
to aid in the 
recognition 
process

“From your confessor, lawyer and physician, 

hide not your case on no condition.”

- John Harington



Kathleen Tinkel, Adobe Magazine, 1996

When we read, our eyes 
travel along the lines in 
“saccadic leaps” (roughly 
approximated by red 
arrows), pausing briefly at 
regular intervals called 
“fixations” (shown as gold 
circles). Occasionally we 
regress to reread a chunk.



Aoccdrnig to rscheearch at Cmabrigde uinervtisy, it 

deosn't mttaer waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, 

the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat

ltteres are at the rghit pclae. The rset can be a tatol

mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm. 

Tihs is bcuseae we do not raed ervey lteter by it slef

but the wrod as a wlohe.
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Condition Example Sentence
Reading 

Speed

Normal The boy could not solve the problem so he asked for help. 255 wpm

Internal letters The boy cuold not slove the probelm so he aksed for help. 227 wpm

Final letters The boy coudl not solev the problme so he askde for help. 189 wpm

Beginning letters The boy oculd not oslve the rpoblem so he saked for help. 163 wpm

Rayner et al., Psychological Science, 2006
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Condition Example Sentence
Reading 

Speed

Normal The boy could not solve the problem so he asked for help. 255 wpm

Internal letters The boy cuold not slove the probelm so he aksed for help. 227 wpm

Final letters The boy coudl not solev the problme so he askde for help. 189 wpm

Beginning letters The boy oculd not oslve the rpoblem so he saked for help. 163 wpm

Rayner et al., Psychological Science, 2006

Still, study only looked at letter transpositions of a 

single position. See: 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/fontblog/archive/2006/05/09/594050.aspx


Font Selection Menus



So, clearly, fonts are more than legibility, but do 

font selection interfaces support this 

incredibly rich view? 



So, clearly, fonts are more than legibility, but do 

font selection interfaces support this 

incredibly rich view? 

Microsoft Office 2010 Adobe Photoshop CS6





Source: http://youtu.be/taRaP-5-vyo, SIGGRAPH2014





https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/context-font/?src=api






https://www.myfonts.com/WhatTheFont/










Some book sources



Team Check-In



Dark Palette



Light Palette



Light Palette



Light Palette


